NOVEMBER 2023
Abdel-Fattah, Randa – Eleven Words for Love
Andonegui, Sabrina – Messy Monkeys
Bauer, Marion Dane – We, the Curious Ones
Beaty, Andrea – Lila Greer, Teacher of the Year
Collier, Kelly – The Imposter
Duff, Hilary – My Little Sweet Boy
Fox, Janet - Wintergarden
Giddens, Rhiannon – We Could Fly
Graham, Bob – The Concrete Garden
Graziano, Jonathan – Noodle Conquers Comfy Mountain
Hager, Jenna Bush and Barbara Pierce Bush – Love Comes First
Hamilton, Emily – The Yawnicorn
Howe, James – Milo Walking
Jenkins, Steve – Why Do Elephants Have Big Ears?
John, Jory – The Big Cheese
Johnson, Angela - Julius
Kerstein, Lauren – Remembering Sundays with Grandpa
Kingsolver, Barbara – Coyote’s Wild Home
Lee, Kimberly – Boys Don’t Fry
Luby, Britanny – When the Stars Came Home
Manaresi, Laura – Hot Cat, Cool Cat
Meeker, Linda – What’s in a Dumpling, Grandma?
Mount, Jane – Books Make Good Friends
Ohora, Zachariah – Copydog
Steinberg, Avi – A Story No One Has Ever Heard Before
Wallace, Chelsea – The Boo-Boos of Bluebell Elementary
Wilson, Karma – I Love Your Face!

DECEMBER 2023
Anatol, Giselle – Small-Girl Toni and the Quest for Gold
Boynton, Sandra – Hippos Remain Calm
Bruel, Nick – Bad Kitty Does Not Like Easter
Brumm, Suzy – Love from Bluey
Green, Harold III – Love Bubble
Killen, Nicola – The Little Tiger
Liu, Dane – Laolao’s Dumplings
Napoleoni, Fabio - Dragonboy and the 100 Hearts
Park, Junghwa – Wish Soup: A Celebration of Seollal
Richardson, Melissa – The Last Slice: A Three Kings Day Treat
Rylant, Cynthia – Hornbeam All In
Tarpley, Natasha – Keyana Loves Her Friend

JANUARY 2024
Arnold, Elana – The Fish of Small Wishes
Curtis, Jamie Lee – Just One More Sleep
Eady, Antwan – The Last Stand
Harper, Janelle – My Block Looks Like
Ho, Joanna – Eyes That Weave the World’s Wonders
Rosenthal, Amy Krouse – Uni the Unicorn: Easter Bunny Helper
Van Draanen, Wendelin – Gravity Is Bringing Me Down

FEBRUARY 2024
Flake, Sharon – You Make Me Sneeze!
Harris, Shawn – The Teeny-Weeny Unicorn
Pizzoli, Greg – Lucky Duck
Yolen, Jane – Eeny and Her Sisters
Yolen, Jane – Mighty Micah